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The Design Challenge:
We were asked, How might we design Hulu to be more accessible for people with special needs or 
different challenges when it comes to discovering and/or viewing content? Our team could choose 
which specific accessibility issues and platform we wished  to work on.

Constraints of the Challenges: 
We had to: be aware of hardware capabilities and uniqueness which may impact/limit functionality and 
performance. Consider the usability with UX and UI and the conditional variables a user encounters when 
using Hulu on our platform of choice.  Design “with” disability by engaging our users in a participatory 
design experience to define the problem and solution with our users.

Things to address: 
We must show evidence and insights from our research. Identify our  primary user and possible 
secondary users. Construct a scenario and  “tell the story." Ask, “How might we” empower and bring 
delight to our users? Discover our user’s  pain points and unmet needs. Allow the “lens” of accessibility 
to inform our design solutions moving forward.



● To establish traceability as to what has been done in our project, we have documented our process in the 
following forms:

1. Conducted in-person meetings weekly

2. Created several Google docs to communicate remotely

3. Created a Trello board to document our process from the beginning to keep order of all our content

4. Recorded (film & audio) our interviews of participants

5. Transcribed interviews into Google docs 

6. Note-taking when meeting with Hulu and Alexa representatives
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Based on the secondary research we have conducted, we discovered that the functionality of speech 
recognition technology lacks the conversational feel that so many of disabled users so much desire. Due to 
different types of disabilities that disabled people exhibit, the challenges that each individual encounters with 
technology accessibility can take many different forms. Therefore a solution for one and all disabled persons 
can be just as challenging. 

Examples: 

https://www.globalme.net/blog/the-present-future-of-speech-recognition

https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2018/06/20/12-exciting-ways-you-can-u
se-voice-activated-technology-in-the-workplace/#4707dc434c97

https://www.the-ambient.com/how-to/voice-control-chromecast-google-assistant-459

https://www.globalme.net/blog/the-present-future-of-speech-recognition
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2018/06/20/12-exciting-ways-you-can-use-voice-activated-technology-in-the-workplace/#4707dc434c97
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2018/06/20/12-exciting-ways-you-can-use-voice-activated-technology-in-the-workplace/#4707dc434c97
https://www.the-ambient.com/how-to/voice-control-chromecast-google-assistant-459
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Our participant’s physical disabilities hindered their abilities to efficiently navigate screen content, therefore we 
observed through various hacks and lifestyle adaptations, they were desperately seeking ways to improve 
their lives and fit in to our world of technology. Both of our participants have gone out of their way to find ways to 
access technology more easily, increasing fonts, formatting keyboards on their devices to adjust to their difficulty 
in fine motor skills that they now have. Both have tried and failed to use voice recognition services like Alexa and 
Siri at different times in their lives, but eventually deactivated the platform in frustration. 



They were frustrated with the small buttons and touchpads on their devices which caused frustration, even blaming 
themselves for the issues they had. Their experience with Hulu was that of frustration. Hulu streaming service was 
overwhelming with content for both of our participants, and it moved way to fast for them to keep up with it, for Karen it 
was complicated navigating through her device but especially with Hulu’s moving speed because of the arthritis in her 
hands and fingers, with Sophia, it was not only the loss of control of movement in her body and limbs but the speech 
impairment, both as a result of her seizure, which made it difficult to navigate on her devices, she too mentioned that 
the speed of Hulu was more difficult than other streaming services to navigate through.



They expressed a need and desire to have a more intuitive, responsive voice controlled navigation system to 
search and discover content on hulu as well as other streaming services. Both of our participants had Hulu on 
their devices but soon got rid of it due to frustration and the complicated experience they had navigating, 
searching and trying to find content.



● “I don’t blame or think that technology is the problem, I think that I am the problem, because of my 
condition is the reason I have problems with technology”

● “Not using my hands would be great, aah! It would be so much easier”
“I have difficulty with my hands, it’s just easier to speak, the fact that it understood me (prototype)!”

 “I’m so glad that you are helping people like me, because I don’t realize that I need more help than I 
am getting”

“Voice recognition technology is just very helpful because of my eyes, I have just such problems with 
my vision. I’m not wasting my time looking for movies or content”
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“At times because of the arthritis in my hands it becomes painful to hold the remote”

“I wish there were more advanced speech recognition technology that actually works”

“At times when I drop the TV remote on the floor, it will remain there until my husband gets home, it 
is too painful for me to pick it up”

“ When I’m in bed at night watching TV, is when I wish I had reliable speech recognition technology 
so that I could just communicate with my TV and not have to get up to grab the remote to turn it off”

“I used to have Hulu but it had too much content on the screen for me to navigate through it easily, it 
was too busy and just moved too fast for me, that’s the reason I got rid of it” 
                                                                                                            

●
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Based on our observations and insights we gathered from the  interviews of our participants, we realized that 
disabilities are very different from person to person, including varied levels of physical movement, hearing loss, 
vision and voice impairment. Each one of these disabilities brings a different form of difficulty to each individual when 
accessing technology on their devices. This reality has made us realize that the proposed solution for this 
group of people has to be one of inclusivity for the many forms of disabilities that each one may exhibit.  



We believe “Differently abled” people shouldn't have to struggle to watch TV. we want to make our 
users feel empowered, not abnormal or even worse, blame themselves for the issues they have.  
Accessibility and inclusive design should work together therefore, improvements in technology will 
afford these users the ability to search and discover content not only on Hulu, but other streaming 
services as well. 



We propose to integrate conversational voice interactions into the hulu app without the necessity 
of a dedicated personal assistant. Voice commands are sent to the Hulu app enabled with 
conversational intelligence through an independent platform. Alternatively, similar results may be 
achieved by building upon the skills of AI platforms already in use by transforming them from 
command/control into conversational interfaces. 



We will demonstrate that our participant is able to navigate Hulu, hands free, using just her voice. We have met with 
our participant to test two prototypes. 

1. We’ve created a digital voice activated prototype to test proof of concept.
2. We also performed WoZ testing with our user who possessed a “magical device” that enabled her to expand the 

capabilities of her TV. 

The various objects we had for the device allowed us to see the effectiveness of how such an object could be 
attached, carried, and put on by the user without assistance. We will summarize our research and isolate short video 
clips of Sophia, the participant we revisited. Then we will show video clips and/or still photos of her interaction with 
our new prototypes.  All of the components of our toolkit, sensory experiences, and original posters relating to Sophia 
will be in the exhibition portion. We will have added our new poster as an “after” experience, our digital prototype on 
a ipad and /or a mac computer for demonstration purposes and the tangible prototypes of our “magical devices” as 
well.



Our research revealed, Its really difficult for people with Sophia's disabilities to navigate digital streaming services. 
Voice interfaces would be a huge advantage to her. Despite the many recent advancements of speech recognition 
technology, we’re still a long way from simulating human conversation. Most of the VUI systems are command 
and control, meaning the user must explicitly indicate when they want to speak. Conversational interfaces use a 
more natural turn-taking approach which feels more natural. Although our prototype and WoZ testing does not 
perfectly mimic the way in which an actual interface would behave, the audience is clearly able to recognize the 
freedom and control a conversational VUI could afford.



Integrating voice and conversational intelligence into the hulu app through an independent platform that is always 
learning, without the necessity of a personal assistant. Hulu can therefore customize, innovate, and differentiate itself 
from its competitors while maintaining it’s unique brand and user base. Our magical device nicknamed the 
‘Huluhoop’, would send voice commands to the Hulu app. This would also afford partnership opportunities with other 
manufacturers. 



Building onto the AI platforms already being utilized. Build the skills of Alexa and other AI’s to enhance the user 
experience by integrating conversation intelligence and natural language processing into the app. It is possible to 
improve upon the current command driven voice interfaces through rigorous design and testing methods which 
uncover the unmet needs of the disabled community. Based on the costs and time involved in implementation of our 
first solution, we have considered this as a practical approach considering Hulu already has a working relationship 
with Amazon Alexa. 



On all streaming services the current system forces the user to explicitly indicate that they are speaking and does not 
anticipate intent within the app. This is unnecessary, cumbersome and unnatural. TV watching is a relaxed 
experience, and users need time to search and explore. By eliminating this sense of urgency and allowing users 
to browse content freely and openly with their voices at their leisure, Hulu would increase accessibility and develop a 
significant advantage over its competitors while simultaneously creating a satisfying user experience for all. 


